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deer creek residence
a u s t i n ,  t x

A custom residence that integrates the outdoors and 

specific qualities of the site into the daily life of the 

home. The design organizes the social and private 

spaces into distinct volumes that are separated from 

one another and are connected through outdoor or 

fully glazed covered porches that frame a series of 

outdoor courts.









copeland court
a u s t i n ,  t x

The copland court development took an assembly 

of nine residential lots in south austin and created 

a micro neighborhood made up of 20 single family 

homes, accessory dwelling units (second smaller 

homes), duplexes, and a quadplex - all arranged so as 

to conform to existing zoning codes while connecting 

both pedestrian and automotive pathways around the 

development.

This custom residence was designed to maximize 

natural light to key areas of the interior, through the tall 

dormer windows which give the exterior its distinctive 

character. The corner lot allowed for an iconic facade 

treatment on multiple sides of the building. Fine, light-

toned material finishes and the rhythm of natural light 

result in a highly dynamic set of spaces which activate 

and elevate the entire interior.





This Texas ranch house is truly a gift from the patriarch 

& matriarch of a storied Texas family to their children, 

grandchildren, and generations to come.  Designed 

for everyday life as well as large gatherings of family 

& friends, the ranch, in an approachable & familiar 

way, offers multiple & varied opportunities for forging 

bonds and making memories– 

...watching the sun set over the Texas Hill Country in 

rocking chairs on a shady, breezy porch...

...enjoying the camaraderie of an early-morning 

hunting excursion or a lazy afternoon fishing... 

...roasting marshmallows, sharing stories and gazing 

at the starry sky on a crisp winter evening....

–In spirit, this project truly required equal focus on 

the design of the outdoor experience and the interior 

experience.  Architecturally, the design seeks to tap 

into time-proven vernacular Hill Country architectures, 

learning from the wisdom of the past, while writing 

another chapter born of our day and age.

white creek ranch
r o u n d  m o u n t a i n ,  t x







blue ranch
l e e  c o u n t y ,  t x

The family ranch house at Blue Ranch is designed 

to operate at two scales for both the immediate 

family and for entertaining large groups of extended 

family and friends. In both instances, connecting to 

the outdoors and views of the ranch are embedded 

in the design. The design of the house is organized 

under three large gable rooflines that are designed 

to maximize rainwater collection with deep porches 

to create shaded outdoor spaces to protect from the 

central Texas sun.





moonlight ridge residence
a u s t i n ,  t x

Perched on a sloping site in Spicewood, Texas, 

overlooking the Pedernales River, the Brahmaroutu 

residence cleverly integrates apertures that invite 

the captivating landscape indoors. The house itself 

is composed of interconnected volumes, where the 

play between solid and void creates courtyards and 

gardens nestled within. By linking these outdoor areas 

with the social spaces, the residence achieves an 

effective flow throughout the residence. For instance, 

the kitchen is situated adjacent to the herb garden, 

while the living room extends to an inviting outdoor 

living space.



Mi-R ranch
r o s a n k y ,  t x

A family ranch house located one hour east of Austin. 

On the building site, was the original family cabin, 

used as a weekend hunting retreat. The design of the 

family home references the the original cabin through 

a series of cabin-like forms that are linked with glassy 

connections. The roof of the second story is kept 

low, behind the roof of the main structure to preserve 

the desired single story scale an appearance upon 

arrival. Bricks from the original cabin’s chimney were 

preserved and will be incorporated into floor of the 

entry way as a decorative in-lay.



srp residence
b o e r n e ,  t x

This house sits carefully between a grove of oak 

trees on its five acre site. The clients asked for a “hill 

country modern” house for their growing family. The 

central living room is conceived as a Texas-German 

style stone house that has been added onto over time. 

Additional stone buildings are linked by wood clad 

linkages. The resulting single story house spreads 

between the trees, and is slowly unveiled through a 

process of discovery. The windows are large, where 

appropriate and focus on specific views of the trees 

and site.





flat creek ranch
j o h n s o n  c i t y ,  t x

Overlooking the calm waters of Flat Creek, the main 

house serves as a family gathering point on a ranch 

near Johnson City, TX. Distant views and rugged 

landscape are framed by large windows that wrap 

around the open courtyard. Natural materials including 

stone, reclaimed wood and plaster surfaces further 

blur the threshold between the interior and exterior.

reese drive residence
s u n s e t  v a l l e y ,  t x

Located on a large lot in Sunset Valley, TX. The owner 

desired a mid-century modern style residence that 

would be immune to occasional 100 year floodplain 

waters that envelope the site. Rather than building up 

a foundation that would displace water, the house is 

picked up on stilts so as to allow water to flow freely 

underneath when needed. Roof angles are oriented 

to optimize solar collection and views throughout 

the home are arranged to capture the beauty of the 

surrounding site.



cascade farms
b o e r n e ,  t x

Cascade Farms is the home of a family that cherishes 

their time together, especially with their young 

children. The Clients were inspired by the common-

sense charm of so many countryside abodes that--

through loving patience--are “made just so” through 

generations of rambling, organic growth. Attention 

was given to the creation of both everyday moments 

& opportunities for special occasions, seeking to 

inculcate another generation of loving togetherness & 

indelible memories that warm hearts in future times.





w. gibson residence
a u s t i n ,  t x

Situated on a tight lot in south austin, the design of 

this house and accessory dwelling unit maximizes the 

developable square footage while creating a series 

of indoor and outdoor spaces for the owner’s social 

gatherings.
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